NEW ITEMS AT LAKEWINDS, JULY 2022
GROCERY
Superior Small Batch
These local vegan burgers and sausages are made using three
“super-guiding” principles: product quality, fair labor, and
environmental sustainability. Check out their take on the classic
English banger. It’s delish!
$9.99

Alex’s Awesome Sourdough Pizzas
One bite of these new frozen pizzas and you’ll wonder why all pizza
crusts aren’t made with sourdough! In addition to being extra flavorful,
the fermented sourdough gives these pies a gut-friendly kick!

$9.99

Bachan’s GF and Hot & Spicy BBQ Sauces
Check out the new varieties of one of our favorite condiments!
Bachan’s Japanese BBQ sauce is a delightful blend of sweet, tangy,
and umami flavors that are designed to elevate grilled chicken and
veggies. Now gluten-free eaters and those looking for a bit of kick can
enjoy Bachan’s as well!
$8.99

California Farms Dessert Toppings
What’s an ice cream sundae without caramel or chocolate (or both)?
These organic ice cream condiments are made from a short list of
simple, straightforward ingredients. You won’t find any artificial
preservatives or colors getting in the way of the flavor!
Salted Caramel $5.79
Chocolate Syrup $4.79

GROCERY (cont.)
New Sugar-Free Flavors from Steaz Iced Tea
Steaz is committed to organic and fair trade ingredients. That means
any bottle you buy is made from tea and juice grown by farmers who
were paid a fair price for their hard work. The newest flavors available
now are ideal for low sugar and no-sugar diets.
• Green Peach Mango Zero Sugar
• Green Passionfruit Unsweetened
• Green Raspberry Zero Sugar
• Green Half & Half Zero Sugar

$1.99 each

Peace Coffee Nocturnal Blend
This new medium roast from local Peace Coffee brews a crisp, smooth
cup that’s buttery and fruity. Designed to be the perfect cup for
bridging the seasons, this bright blend is just as welcome on warm,
late-summer mornings as it is on brisk autumn ones.

$12.99

Gurley’s Salted In Shell Peanuts
Salted peanuts in the shell are a must-have for any road trip or ball
game. Gurley’s has been roasting this summer snacking fave since
1964.

$2.99
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